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Abstract—Until recently, it was widely believed that code
randomization (such as fine-grained ASLR) can effectively mitigate code reuse attacks. However, a recent attack strategy,
dubbed just-in-time return oriented programming (JIT-ROP),
circumvents code randomization by disclosing the (randomized)
content of many memory pages at runtime. In order to remedy
this situation, new and improved code randomization defenses
have been proposed.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: first, we conduct
a security analysis of a recently proposed fine-grained ASLR
scheme that aims at mitigating JIT-ROP based on hiding direct
code references in branch instructions. In particular, we demonstrate its weaknesses by constructing a novel JIT-ROP attack that
is solely based on exploiting code references residing on the stack
and heap. Our attack stresses that designing code randomization
schemes resilient to memory disclosure is highly challenging.
Second, we present a new and hybrid defense approach, dubbed
Isomeron, that combines code randomization with executionpath randomization to mitigate conventional ROP and JITROP attacks. Our reference implementation of Isomeron neither
requires source code nor a static analysis phase. We evaluated its
efficiency based on SPEC benchmarks and discuss its effectiveness
against various kinds of code reuse attacks.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Code reuse attacks, such as return-oriented programming
(ROP) [44, 48], are predominant attack techniques extensively
used to exploit vulnerabilities in modern software programs.
ROP attacks hijack the control-flow of an application by
maliciously combining short instruction sequences (gadgets)
residing in shared libraries and the applications executable,
and circumvent protection mechanisms such as data execution
prevention (DEP or W⊕X). Today, ROP remains a widely
used attack strategy for exploiting vulnerabilities of software
programs on commodity PC platforms (e.g., Internet Explorer [24], Adobe Reader [9]) as well as mobile devices based
on ARM processors (e.g., Safari Browser Jailbreak [17]).
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One class of mitigation techniques against return-oriented
programming is address space layout randomization (ASLR),
currently a standard defense technique enabled on commodity
operating systems [22, 36, 52]. ASLR randomizes the base
addresses of code and data segments thereby randomizing
the start addresses of each ROP sequence that the adversary
attempts to invoke. However, due to the low randomization
entropy on 32 bit systems, brute-force attacks can reverse
conventional ASLR [45]. More importantly, a memory disclosure vulnerability that reveals runtime addresses (e.g., a
function pointer) can be exploited to bypass ASLR since only
the base address of a segment is randomized. Today, memory
disclosure vulnerabilities are frequently exploited in state-ofthe-art exploits [42].
To overcome the deficiencies of conventional ASLR, a
number of fine-grained ASLR schemes have emerged that apply randomization to the code structure at different granularity,
e.g., function-level or instruction location [14, 21, 26, 39, 55].
However, as shown recently, a new attack strategy, just-intime return-oriented programming (JIT-ROP), can be used to
undermine fine-grained ASLR [47]. It exploits the implicit
assumption of fine-grained ASLR schemes that the adversary
has to perform (offline) static analysis on the target application
to identify useful ROP gadgets. JIT-ROP attacks use a single
leaked runtime address to disassemble the content of hundreds
of memory pages and generate ROP exploits on-the-fly. In fact,
JIT-ROP attacks prominently show the importance of memory
disclosure, posing design challenges on code randomization.
Goal and contributions. Our goal is to tackle the problem
of constructing a runtime software diversifier resilient to traditional ROP and JIT-ROP attacks. Our main contributions are
as follows:
Bypassing a state-of-the-art randomization scheme: Based
on our analysis of ROP and JIT-ROP attacks, we evaluate
the effectiveness of a recently proposed fine-grained ASLR
scheme, dubbed Oxymoron, claimed to be secure against JITROP attacks [3]. We developed a novel JIT-ROP attack that
efficiently bypasses Oxymoron. We show the feasibility of our
attack by crafting a real-world exploit that incorporates the
restrictions of the proposed mitigation, but, nevertheless, gains
arbitrary code execution.
Novel runtime diversifier: We present a novel defense, called
Isomeron, that makes fine-grained randomization resilient to
conventional ROP and JIT-ROP attacks. Our mitigation is

of code and data segments. However, ASLR is vulnerable to
brute force attacks [45] and memory disclosures [16]. The
latter can be used to reveal important addresses at runtime.
Given a leaked memory address the adversary adjusts each
pointer used in the ROP payload before launching the attack.
To address this problem, several fine-grained ASLR schemes
have been proposed [14, 21, 26, 39, 55]. The main idea is to
randomize the internal structure of an application, for example,
by permuting functions [26], basic blocks [14, 55], or randomizing the location of each instruction [21]. It was believed that
fine-grained randomization mitigates ROP attacks. However, a
new attack strategy, Just-In-Time ROP (JIT-ROP) showed how
to circumvent fine-grained ASLR with real-world exploits.

based on the idea of combining execution-path randomization
with code randomization which – as we will show – exponentially reduces the success probability of the adversary to
predict the correct runtime address of a target ROP gadget.
Proof-of-concept and evaluation: We instantiate our solution
Isomeron using a new dynamic binary instrumentation framework which we specifically developed to realize our pairing of
code and execution-path randomization. Our instrumentation
framework (i) instruments all call, return, and jump instructions
that a program execute during its lifetime, (ii) provides the
ability to modify existing and insert new instructions into the
instruction stream of the application at any time, and (iii) does
not require access to the source code or debugging symbols of
an application. We evaluated our prototype of Isomeron based
on SPEC benchmarks, and describe its effectiveness against
different kinds of code reuse attacks.
II.

B. Just-in-Time Code Reuse
Just-in-time return-oriented programming (JIT-ROP) circumvents fine-grained ASLR by finding gadgets and generating the ROP payload at runtime using the scripting environment of the target application (e.g., a browser or document
viewer). As with many real-world ROP attacks, the disclosure
of a single runtime memory address is sufficient. However,
in contrast to standard ROP attacks, JIT-ROP does not require
the precise knowledge of the code part or function the memory
address points to. It can use any code pointer such as a return
address on the stack to instantiate the attack. Based on that
leaked address, JIT-ROP discloses the content of other memory
pages by recursively searching for pointers to other code pages
and generates the ROP payload at runtime.

B YPASSING C ODE R ANDOMIZATION WITH JIT-ROP

In this section, we briefly recall traditional ROP and JITROP attacks, as well as (fine-grained) ASLR solutions.
A. Basics
The goal of a return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks
is to hijack the intended execution flow of an application and
perform malicious operations without injecting any new code.
To subvert the execution flow, an adversary needs to identify
a vulnerability in the target application. A typical example is
a buffer overflow error on the stack [2] or heap [12]. Such
vulnerabilities allow the adversary to write data beyond the
memory space reserved for a buffer or a variable, so that
critical control-flow information (e.g., a function pointer) can
be overwritten.

The workflow of a JIT-ROP attack is shown in Figure 1.
Here, we assume that fine-grained ASLR has been applied
to each executable module in the address space of the (vulnerable) application. First, the adversary exploits a memory
disclosure vulnerability to retrieve the runtime address of a
code pointer ¶. One of the main observations of Snow et al.
[47] is that the disclosed address will reside on a 4KB-aligned
memory page (Page0 in Figure 1). Hence, at runtime, one can
identify the start and end of Page0 ·. Using a disassembler
at runtime, Page0 is then disassembled on-the-fly ¸. The
disassembled page provides 4KB of gadget space ¹, and
more importantly, it is likely that it contains direct branch
instructions to other pages, e.g., a call to Func B º. Since
Func B resides on another memory page (namely Page1 ),
JIT-ROP can again determine the page start and end, and
disassemble Page1 ». This procedure is repeated as long as
new direct branches pointing to yet undiscovered memory
pages can be identified ¼. Using the disassembled pages, a
runtime gadget finder is then used to identify useful ROP
gadgets (e.g., LOAD, STORE, or an ADD ½). Finally, the ROP
payload is composed based on the discovered ROP gadgets and
a high-level description of the desired functionality provided
by the adversary ¾.

In many real-world exploits the attack payload is embedded
in a file that is processed by the target application, e.g., a
HTML file to exploit a browser bug, or a PDF file to attack a
PDF viewer. In a ROP attack, the payload consists of control
data (pointers), where each pointer refers to a code sequence in
the address space of the target application. The adversary then
combines these code sequences to form gadgets where each
gadget is responsible for performing a well-defined task, such
as addition or loading from memory. Typically, the adversary
deploys static analysis tools to identify useful code sequences
before launching the ROP attack.
Each gadget consists of several assembler instructions.
The last instruction is an indirect branch that serves as the
connecting link between the various sequences. Traditionally,
gadgets ending in a return instruction are used [44]: A return
loads the next address off the stack and transfers the control
to that address. The stack pointer is also incremented by one
data word. Hence, the stack pointer plays an important role
in ROP attacks, as it specifies which gadget will be executed
next.1

III.

(Fine-grained) ASLR: A widely-applied defense technique
against code reuse attacks is address space layout randomization (ASLR) [22, 36, 52] which randomizes the base addresses

B EYOND F INE - GRAINED ASLR: B YPASSING
OXYMORON

Recently, several [3, 4] code randomization schemes have
been proposed that aim at tackling JIT-ROP. However, at the
time of writing, the first and only published approach that
claims to resist JIT-ROP was the work on Oxymoron [3].
Hence, we focus our security analysis in this section on

1 For

this reason, the adversary needs to first invoke a stack pivot sequence
for heap-based ROP attacks. The stack pivot sequence simply loads the address
of the ROP payload into the stack pointer before the ROP attack starts
executing [58].
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original ISR proposal [25] uses XOR which has been shown
to be vulnerable to known-plaintext attacks [50, 56]. Hence,
we replaced XOR by the AES encryption scheme supported by
Intel CPU AES instructions. Unfortunately, this solution turned
out to be impractical, primarily due to the fact that repeated
cryptographic operations induce an unacceptable performance
degradation.

gadget types (load, store, add) necessary to launch a practical
return-oriented programming attack; including a stack pivot
gadget [58]. One important gadget is a system call gadget to
allow interaction with the underlying operating system. The
original JIT-ROP attack leverages for the dynamic loader functions LoadLibrary() and GetProcAddress() allowing
an adversary to invoke any system function of his choice.
However, when the addresses of these two critical functions are
not leaked (as it is the case in our exploit), we need to search
for an alternative way. We tackle this problem by invoking
system calls directly. On Windows 32 bit, this can be done by
loading (i) the system call number into the eax register, (ii) a
pointer to the function arguments into edx, and (iii) invoking
a syscall instruction on our leaked pages. At this point, we
are able to compile any return-oriented programming payload
as our leaked code pages contain all the basic gadget types.

Based on the learned lessons we decided for a new diversifier approach that combines fine-grained randomization of
the program code with the execution path randomization of
the same code. This construction breaks the gadget chain in
both ROP and JIT-ROP attacks. We call our runtime diversifier
Isomeron. Before going into the details of Isomeron, we first
explain the underlying assumptions, threat model, and security
objectives.

Specifically, we constructed an exploit that invokes the
NtProtectVirtualMemory system call to mark a memory page where we allocated our shellcode as executable.
We use a simple shellcode, generated by Metasploit [33]
that executes the WinExec() system function to start the
Windows calculator to prove arbitrary code execution.

B. Assumptions
Non-Executable Memory: We assume that all memory pages
are either marked as executable or writable, thus preventing
code injection attacks. This is a reasonable assumption, as
W⊕X is typically supported on every modern operating system
and enabled by default.

The last step of our attack is to hijack the execution-flow
of Internet Explorer to invoke our gadget chain. We can do
that simply by exploiting the buffer overflow error once again.
In contrast to the first overflow, where we only overwrote the
string length field (see Figure 3), we overwrite this time the
vtable pointer of our target C++ object, and inject a fake vtable
that contains a pointer to our first gadget. Afterwards, we call
a virtual method of the target C++ object which redirects the
control-flow to our gadget chain (as we manipulated the vtable
pointer).

Fine-Grained ASLR: We assume that the underlying system
deploys fine-grained ASLR. Hence, the ROP gadgets contained
in the original code image either (i) reside at a different offset,
(ii) are eliminated by replacing instructions with an equivalent
instruction, or (iii) are broken due to instruction reordering or
register replacement [14, 21, 39, 55]. The diversifier should
ensure that gadgets with the same offset in both binaries are
semantically different.

Lessons learned: In summary, our attack bypasses Oxymoron
as it discovers valid mapped code pages based on code pointers
allocated in data structures (specifically, virtual method pointers). As Oxymoron only protects code pointers encoded in
branch instruction on code segments, it cannot protect against
our improved JIT-ROP attack. In order to defend against this
attack, one also needs to protect code pointers allocated in
data structures. Note that our attack is general enough to be
applied to any other memory-related vulnerability in Internet
Explorer, simply due to the fact that Internet Explorer contains
many complex C++ objects with many virtual methods (see
Table I).
IV.

Trust in the diversifier: We assume that the adversary cannot
tamper with Isomeron. We also assume the availability of a
trusted source of randomness. Despite these assumptions we
will elaborate in Section VI on deploying techniques to protect
Isomeron.
C. Adversary Model
We consider a strong adversary model that is typical for
advanced attacks, such as JIT-ROP:
Exploiting memory vulnerabilities: The adversary has knowledge of a vulnerability in the software running on the platform,
allowing the adversary to instantiate a runtime attack.4

I SOMERON : D ESIGNING C ODE R ANDOMIZATION
RESILIENT TO (JIT) ROP

Full memory disclosure: The adversary has access to all
code pages mapped into the address space of an application.5
Full memory disclosure also implies that the adversary can
circumvent fine-grained ASLR protection schemes (which we
already assumed to be deployed on the target system).

A. Design Decisions
As the first step in designing a diversifier secure against
(JIT) code reuse attacks we evaluated related approaches that
could serve our purpose. One possible solution is to apply
constant re-randomization as proposed by Giuffrida et al.
[18]. However, the adversary could exploit the (small) time
frame between the subsequent randomization to launch the
attack. Another approach is to combine instruction-set randomization (ISR) [25] and fine-grained randomization. ISR
encrypts the application code using a secret key. It aptly
prevents an adversary from disassembling code at runtime
– a crucial step in a just-in-time ROP attack. However, the

Brute forcing: The adversary has a limited number of attempts
for the attack. We assume victims would not re-open a webpage or document after it has crashed multiple times.
4 Reasonable assumption since the NIST vulnerability database shows 760
CVE entries in the buffer error category for 2013.
5 In practice, a JIT-ROP adversary can only access pages whose addresses
she disclosed.
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(a) Function calls

(b) Function returns

Fig. 6: Details of function call and return hooking of Isomeron.

and INS2), and a function call to Func B(). The only code
diversification we apply in this example is that INS1 and
INS2 are exchanged.

Step 2: Twin diversification (Isomer). In the offline or loadtime phase, we apply fine-grained ASLR to the executable
modules of an application. The level of fine-grained ASLR
is configurable, but we require and ensure that each possible
ROP sequence and gadget is placed at a different address.
In other words, a ROP sequence should never reside at
the same offset in the original and diversified version. This
requirement is fulfilled by all of the proposed fine-grained
ASLR solutions [14, 21, 26, 39, 55]. Depending on the design
of the chosen fine-grained ASLR solution, the diversification
is performed once; either within a static offline phase (as
done in [21, 26, 39, 55]), or completely at load-time of the
application [14].

1) Instrumentation of direct function calls: First, we need
to ensure that we take control over the execution flow when
a function call occurs. For this, we perform binary rewriting
on the code, before it is executed. Specifically, we overwrite
each function call with a call to the execution diversifier
D. We describe the implementation details of our rewriting
approach in Section V. For the moment we assume an inmemory rewriter allowing us to hook into function calls.
For our running example, the call to Func B() will either
be initiated in the original or diversified version of Func A().
Since the call has been instrumented in any case, the controlflow will hand-over control to the diversifier D (¶). Moreover,
since the (instrumented) function call will automatically push
the return address onto the stack, D can easily identify from
where the function has been invoked. Note that the memory
layout of the running application is known to D (·).

Step 3: Coin-flip instrumentation. We perform the execution
randomization at the granularity of function calls. Our scheme
randomly flips a coin, and based on the outcome, it continues
the execution in either the diversified or the original application. This random decision is made whenever a function call
occurs. Our execution diversifier D ensures that the function is
completely executed either from the original A or diversified
code image Adiv . The rationale behind performing the random
decision on function level granularity is that we can only
preserve the original semantics of the application when a
function is entirely executed from either the original or the
diversified address space. Note that fine-grained ASLR is
only performed once (either offline or at load-time), while
the execution path randomization is performed throughout the
entire program execution, each time a function is called.

Next, we perform a coin flip (¸) to decide which version
of Func_B() is going to be executed. At this point, D
also determines the memory offset between the diversified
and original images. This offset is used to quickly calculate6
the function address during the execution path randomization
process. Based on the origin and the outcome of the coin toss,
we calculate the offset to be added to the instruction pointer. In
general, the offset is zero if execution should continue on the
image from where the function call originates. If the program
image is switched from original to diversified or vice-versa, the
offset will be the distance between the two program images.

Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the instrumentation framework
for function calls and function returns. Subsequently, we
describe the specifics of each. For brevity, we use an example
that consists of only two functions: Func A() and Func B().
The latter function only contains the x86 return instruction
(RET), while the former one contains two instructions (INS1

In steps ¹ and º, we retrieve the original target address
6 This calculation needs only to be performed once and can be retrieved in
future coin flip rounds.
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an exit stub is emitted. The exit stub saves the current execution context and transfers the control to the instrumentation
framework, which contains the runtime information needed to
calculate the address of the next basic block.

of the call (using the original binary), and add the offset
(calculated in ¸) to determine the new value of the instruction
pointer (on x86: eip). In addition, we ensure that the return
address on the stack always points to the original program
modules (»). Otherwise, an adversary could determine which
functions are currently executing by inspecting the stack. We
also record each random decision of the diversifier D to ensure
that function returns are returning to their caller in the correct
program version. This information is only accessible to D (¼).
Finally, D redirects the control-flow to Func B() (½).

In contrast to static binary instrumentation, dynamic binary
instrumentation has access to information which are calculated
at runtime (e.g., pointers). We decided to use the dynamic
approach, because it has several advantages with respect to
our design goals: first, it covers all (in)direct branches as it
instruments the code right before it is executed. This also covers just-in-time generated code. Second, our solution requires
the insertion of new instructions which inevitably changes the
location of the original instructions. Hence, all references to
a moved instruction must be adjusted throughout the entire
binary. The dynamic approach allows us to keep track of these
changes and adjust references accordingly. Lastly, we require
our solution to be compatible with legacy applications. Thus,
we cannot assume access to source code or debugging symbols
which are required to perform a reasonable static analysis.

2) Instrumentation of function returns: Function returns
are instrumented similarly to function calls. The diversifier D
takes over the control whenever the program issues a return
instruction. Next, the current return address is read from the
stack, and used to determine the correct origin, which is
adjusted if necessary. Recall that the return address always
points to the original image. Since previous decisions are
unknown to the adversary, she can only guess whether the
return address is adjusted or not. This knowledge is crucial
for an adversary; in our example, either INS1 or INS2 will
be executed next.
3) Instrumentation of indirect jumps and calls: Indirect
branches are handled similarly to direct branches. The difference is that indirect branches can have multiple branch
targets. Hence, we calculate the destination address at runtime
and check if the target address is included in the relocation
information. This limits potential misuses. We discuss the
details in Section VI. The relocation information are used by
Windows to implement ASLR and are therefore almost always
available7 .
V.

Orignal Binary (nx)
BB #1

BB #2

BB #3

BB #4

BB #5

BB #N

DBI with Isomeron
fetch
Analyzer

Exit Stub
Handler

Translator
emit

I MPLEMENTATION OF I SOMERON

Instrumentation Cache #1

Our design, as presented in Section IV, can be implemented
in two ways: As a compiler extension or through binary
instrumentation. While the former has advantages in terms of
performance and completeness, the latter is compatible with
legacy applications. For our proof of concept, we choose to
use dynamic binary instrumentation.

BB #4

BB #1

BB #5

BB #6

BB #3

BB #6

BB #3

Execution Diversifier

BB #4

A. Dynamic Binary Instrumentation

BB #1

BB #5

Instrumentation Cache #2

Dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) [37] can be seen
as a form of process virtualization with the goal to maintain
control over the executed code. To achieve this goal, all control
transferring instructions are modified (translated) such that
the dynamic binary instrumentation software controls which
instruction is executed next. Dynamic binary instrumentation
has been used for runtime monitoring [35, 54] and policy
enforcement [11, 13]. It fetches the code on a basic block
granularity and translates the instructions inside a basic block
to meet the desired functionality. The translated instructions
are emitted in a basic block cache (BBCache), which is an
executable area of the memory that contains all translated basic
blocks. Translation in this context means that the framework
modifies the instructions according to the purpose of the
intended instrumentation. At the end of a translated basic block

Fig. 7: Components used in our dynamic binary
instrumentation framework.

The informed reader might realize that there are several
well-known instrumentation frameworks (e.g., DynamoRIO [6]
and PIN [31]) which we could have used. Unfortunately,
these frameworks are not suitable for our purposes as we
require the ability to emit (generate) differently instrumented
copies of the same code. While DynamoRIO’s sources are
available, the large optimized code base is not practical for
drastic architectural changes, such as introducing a second
code cache. Other open source frameworks are only available
for Linux [41, 51]. Next, we highlight the challenges we
encountered, but before doing so, we describe the start-up
process and explain how new basic blocks are discovered.

7 In order to avoid emission of relocation information, a developer would
need to explicitly disable ASLR support when compiling with Microsoft’s
standard compilers.
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After the translation of the next basic block, the exit stub
is replaced with code that transfers control to the execution
diversifier, in the case of calls and returns. Otherwise, it is
replaced with a direct jump to the next basic block within the
current instrumentation cache.

B. Implementation of our Dynamic Binary Instrumentation
Framework
The design of dynamic binary instrumentation frameworks
is similar across different implementations and illustrated in
Figure 7. In the following we will explain how our framework
is instantiated. We fetch basic blocks from the original binary
(marked as non-executable), analyze, translate and emit them
into a code cache. One major difference to existing instrumentation frameworks is our translator emits an additional
instrumented, diversified basic block into a second code cache.
Further the execution path diversifier switches the execution
between both code caches.

Unaligned gadgets: Isomeron needs to ensure that its execution diversifier is correctly executed. Since it instruments
only intended instructions, we need to prevent the adversary
from diverting the execution flow to instructions that are not
instrumented. To handle unaligned instructions, we search for
instructions inside a basic block that contain byte values that
could be exploited by an adversary as an unaligned gadget
(e.g., a C3 byte inside a MOV instruction, which could be
interpreted as a return instruction). If such an instruction is
found, we insert alignment instructions which ensure that
these bytes can only be interpreted as part of the intended
instruction. Another way to avoid unaligned gadgets is to
enforce alignment for branch destination addresses [32].

1) Setup: We implemented our instrumentation framework
as a dynamic link library (DLL). To instrument a program, we
inject our library into the target process. We created a loader
that starts the target application as a suspended process. This
means the Windows loader stops the process creation right
before the execution of the main application code is started.
This gives us the opportunity to inject our library and take
control over the process, i.e., to start the instrumentation of the
first basic block and to initialize necessary code/data structures.

Path and Code diversification: The main focus of this paper
is the implementation of execution path randomization. Therefore, we redirect call and return instructions to our execution
diversifier which we explain subsequently. Our framework
allows to use code randomization as a black box. Hence,
the translator applies randomization of a proper fine-grained
randomization scheme (c.f. Section IV-F) before emitting the
instrumented code into the diversified code cache.

2) Initialization of code and data: One of the main challenges of dynamic binary instrumentation is thread support.
Each thread needs its own memory region to store information,
e.g., during the translation or for the applied instrumentation
(see Figure 6(a)). Further, each thread must be able to access
its memory region quickly due to performance reasons. There
are different strategies to implement this. One obvious strategy
is to use the Thread Local Storage, which is provided
by the operating system. However, dynamic binary instrumentation should minimize the interaction between the framework
and the operating system at runtime. Another strategy is to
store a pointer to the thread’s private memory in one of the
registers. This is called register stealing and works well on
architectures with many general-purpose registers, but since
x86 provides only a few of these registers, register stealing has
a negative impact on performance [6]. For our implementation,
we chose to access the thread’s private memory through
hardcoded addresses. Hence, if a new thread is started we
first create a copy of each function that requires access to
the thread’s private memory area and then adjust the reference
of every instruction which accesses the private memory.

4) Execution diversifier: Our execution diversifier implementation follows the description given in Section IV. For
efficiency, we implemented separate handlers for direct/indirect
calls and returns. In order to preserve the semantics of the
function, jumps are never randomized and hence, are not
target of the execution diversifier. Nevertheless, we apply
certain limitations to indirect jumps as discussed in Section IV
and VII. For efficiency the source for our random decision is a
pre-allocated area of memory initialized with random values.
This source can be re-randomized in certain intervals to prevent
an adversary from using side-channels to disclose any of the
random bits. The coin flip results are saved on an isolated
memory location which is allocated for each thread.
VI.

S ECURITY C ONSIDERATIONS

We elaborate on how our implementation can fulfill the
security objectives of Section IV-D.

3) Basic Block translation: As mentioned above, our loader
stops the process right before the first basic block is executed.
Hence, we start our instrumentation with this particular basic
block. To instrument a basic block, we first have to disassemble
and analyze its code. While creating the correct disassembly
for an entire binary is error-prone, disassembling a basic block
is not. For our implementation we chose libdasm [30], a
lightweight disassembler that requires no external libraries.
Most instructions are copied directly and without any modifications into the instrumentation cache. However, there are three
cases at which we apply modifications during the translation.

The security of Isomeron is based on the uncertainty for
the adversary to predict the outcome of the random decisions
taken by the diversifier, i.e., whether the execution takes place
in the original or in the diversified program copy. In fact, this
means that the adversary cannot anticipate which gadget chain
and instructions are executed after the control-flow has been
hijacked. For example, a value that is intended to be stored
into the register A could be loaded into register B instead.
Hence, guessing the wrong gadget leads to the wrong exploit
state, i.e., register A contains an undesired value.

Control flow instructions: For simplicity, unless a basic block
is already translated, we emit an exit stub on each control flow
altering instruction (calls/jumps/returns). It is the responsibility
of the exit stub to save the state of the current execution and
transfer the execution to our instrumentation framework, which
then can use the saved state to determine the next basic block.

This even holds for special gadget pairs (Gi , Gnop ), where
at a given offset one program copy performs the gadget
(intended by the adversary) Gi , and the other one simply
executes a nop gadget Gnop . While the occurrence of such
gadget pairs is potentially possible, they still lead to the false
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Ret-to-libc: Our adversary model assumes that the adversary
is aware of all functions within the process space. Like other
approaches [3, 21, 39, 55], we cannot completely prevent retto-libc attacks. Randomizing the execution flow at a functiongranularity level does not affect ret-to-libc, because, as stated
in Section IV-F, the semantics of a function does not change.
However, we limit the number of possible ret-to-libc targets
using the application’s relocation information. Function addresses that are included in the relocation information might
be used in a ret-into-libc attack, because they are legitimate
indirect jump targets.

exploit state, because the adversary does not know whether
Gi or Gnop is going to be executed. To tackle this problem,
an adversary could increase the success probability of Gi to
be executed by invoking the gadget pair multiple times in a
row. However, the adversary still cannot know how often Gi
is actually executed. Hence, this limits the gadget space for
Gi to gadgets which do not modify their own input value.
For instance, a gadget which adds a value to a register and
saves result in the same register cannot be used, because the
adversary cannot predict the final value in the register. This
limitation excludes many traditional gadgets like those using
the pop instruction to load a value into a register (as the
adversary cannot predict the stack state). Although it remains
open whether it is possible to create a practical attack payload
under these constraints, a code diversifier can mitigate the
threat of nop-gadget pairs by ensuring that all gadget pairs
have some undesirable side-effect, which we consider for
future work.

Jump-oriented programming: To mitigate this attack technique,
we limit the potential jump target addresses to those included
in the relocation information. By analyzing the SPEC tools,
we discovered, that on average 92% of the indirect jumps are
performed using jump tables. Using the relocation information,
we can reliably identify the tables and the targets for individual
jumps and limit these jumps to the identified benign targets.
This leaves on average 8% of all indirect jumps available for
jump-oriented programming.

(JIT) ROP: As mentioned in Section IV-C, we assume that the
adversary is capable of disclosing most of the address space
of an application and assembling her payload using gadgets
from the original and diversified copy at runtime. However,
before the adversary diverts the control flow to the ROP chain,
this chain must contain all addresses the adversary intends to
execute. She cannot modify the ROP chain, after the control
flow has been hijacked. This principle holds for traditional
ROP as well as JIT-ROP. Our approach is to hinder the
adversary’s ability to successfully execute a ROP gadget chain.
Recall that each image will contain different ROP gadgets, as
fine-grained ASLR will eliminate or break the original ROP
gadgets in the diversified image. Since each pointer in the ROP
payload must have a fixed address, the adversary can either
select the gadget from the original or from the diversified
image. However, due to execution path randomization, the
adversary has a chance of p = 0.5 to guess correctly (for each
gadget) that the execution will transfer to the intended gadget
and the adversary’s chances of successfully completing a ROP
chain will exponentially drop with the length of the ROP chain.
As stated in Section IV-B, the effectiveness of our approach
relies on the integrity of the instrumentation framework.

Disclosure of execution diversifier data: Accessing the data
of the execution diversifier can determine the correct location
of the intended gadgets. In our current implementation this
information is part of the trusted computing base as described
in Section IV-B, not accessible to the adversary. Technically
there are different possibilities to realize this, either using
segmentation (e.g., as done in [3]) or by using SGX.
Return to unaligned instructions: In our implementation, return
instructions can only change the instruction pointer to a
previously instrumented basic block. It is not possible to return
to a not instrumented basic block and trick the instrumentation
framework into assuming a new basic block was discovered.
An instrumented call is always followed by a direct jump,
either to an exit stub, in case the subsequent basic block is not
instrumented yet, or to the instrumented basic block. Hence,
a return can safely return to the same BBL the call originated
from.
VII.

We also note that our approach heavily depends on instrumenting program code. Yet, the fact that the x86 architecture
allows for variable-length instruction raises further technical
challenges, because a single byte stream can be interpreted in
different ways, depending on the location where the decoding
begins. Thus, one subset of instructions in a program are the
“intended” instructions authored by the software developer
(aided by the compiler), while instructions decoded from
any other starting location are “unintended” or “unaligned”.
It has been shown that one can construct construct Turingcomplete payloads using only unaligned instructions [44]. We
apply a simple countermeasure to eliminate the problem of
unaligned gadgets all-together. We adopt the idea suggested
by Onarlioglu et al. [38] whereby unintended gadgets are
eliminated by inserting alignment instructions, such as NOPs
before instructions which contain potentially helpful bytes for
a ROP payload. The resulting effect is that the byte-stream of
two instructions which might contain an unaligned instruction
will be separated eliminating the ROP gadget. We adopt the
compiler-based techniques of Onarlioglu et al. [38], but apply
them at runtime instead.

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Isomeron’s efficiency as well
as the effectiveness against code reuse attacks, in particular
against JIT-ROP. To evaluate its effectiveness, we make use
of a vulnerable test application that contains two representative memory-related vulnerabilities. The first one is a format
string vulnerability that allows an adversary to leak memory
content from the stack. The second is a stack-based buffer
overflow vulnerability that allows to overwrite a function’s
return address and, hence, to hijack the execution flow of
the application. These two vulnerabilities can be exploited
to first bypass ASLR, and then launch a ROP attack. Note
that similar vulnerabilities are continuously discovered in
real-world applications. Moreover, while our proof-of-concept
exploit uses stack-based vulnerabilities, our solution equally
applies to exploits that leverage heap-based vulnerabilities.
For evaluation purposes, we consider a traditional ROP
attack as successful if the adversary is able to call a ROP
gadget that writes the value 1 into the eax register. For
our experiment, we applied in-place randomization [39]. As
expected, the attack against our vulnerable application fails,
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because the selected gadget was broken by the applied randomization scheme. In a second attempt, we apply nop insertion
which shifts the location of all instructions. Again, the attack
failed. The security in this experiment relies on the secrecy of
the chosen randomization scheme.

We now turn our attention to the analysis of ROP gadgets
in two JIT-ROP payloads (PL1 and PL2 ) [47]. The results are
summarized in Tabel II. PL1 represents a very simple payload
that just opens the Windows calculator. JIT-ROP discovered
in total 102 unique gadgets. The generated payload consists
in total of 16 gadgets. Eight of the used gadgets are unique
and affected by our diversification. Note that our proof-ofconcept implementation of nop insertion does not affect all
gadgets, e.g., gadgets which are comprised of entire BBLs.
However, we only chose nop insertion due to its simplicity,
and one can simply use in-place instruction randomization as
performed in [39] to increase the randomization entropy. Since
these gadgets were used multiple times, the probability that the
ROP chain gets executed correctly is p = 2−12 ' 0.00024.
PL2 represents an average size payload. It also starts the
Windows calculator but additionally performs a clean exit of
the vulnerable application. Our diversification affects 25 out
of 31 used gadgets, reducing the probability of success to
p = 2−25 ' 0.00000003.

For our proof-of-concept implementation we only use a
randomization offset of a single byte. As we will argue in
the following, this very low entropy is already sufficient to
reduce the attack success rate to 50% even if the adversary
can disclose memory content (using principles of JIT-ROP).
In a JIT-ROP attack, the adversary is (potentially) aware of
any byte contained in the address space of the application. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of Isomeron against a JIT-ROP
adversary, we again deploy our vulnerable application. We let
Isomeron randomize the application code and execution path.
For this, we maintain two images of an application in memory
(one unmodified, and a diversified one where instructions are
shifted by one byte). We assume that the adversary knows the
address of the desired gadget in both copies (0x001E8EB3
and 0x19F8EB4 in Figure 8).

We reliably identify jump tables using the relocation information of the binary during the translation process. We
limit the target addresses of an indirect jump to the legitimate
addresses that are listed in the corresponding jump table. We
evaluated the effectiveness for the SPEC tools using IDA Pro.
In Table III, we list the percentage of indirect jumps that use
a jump table to determine their destination address. Limiting
indirect jumps to their benign target addresses decreases the
number of potentially useable indirect jumps on average by
92.07%. Note that the remaining 8% might not even be suitable
for jump-oriented programming, because indirect jump gadgets
must fulfill certain requirements [8].

Before a ROP chain is executed, the adversary has to
decide whether she chooses to execute the gadget in the
original (A) or diversified copy (Adiv ). The decision needs
to be made before the ROP attack is launched, since the
address of the gadget needs to be written onto the stack.
In the example, the adversary chooses the original gadget in
A (0x001E8EB3). Since the sequence of coin flips applied
to function calls is unknown to the adversary, there is only
a chance of p = 0.5 that the intended gadget is executed.
In this example the adversary predicted the wrong location.
Hence, Isomeron modifies the return address by adding the
offset between both images. Since randomization is applied,
the instruction pointer is not set to the desired ROP gadget,
but to the last byte of the previous instruction. In this particular
case the privileged instruction IN is executed, which leads to
an immediate crash of the process.

SPECINT
400
401
403
429
445
456
458
464
471
473

As noted above, this simplified attack has a success rate of
50% which provides an ample opportunity for an adversary
to succeed. However, real-world exploits typically involve
invoking several gadgets, each of which have a probability of
p = 0.5 of being successfully executed. According to Cheng
et al. [10] the shortest gadget chain Q [43], an automated ROP
gadget compiler, can generate consists of thirteen gadgets.
Hence, the probability for successful execution of a gadget
chain generated by Q is lower or equal to p = 2−13 =
0.000122. Snow et al. [47] successfully exploited a vulnerability (CVE-2010-1876) targeting the Internet Explorer
with a ROP payload that consists of only six gadgets, which
would equate to a better, but still low, success probability of
p = 2−6 = 0.0156.
Gadgets
unique found
used
unique used
diversified (unique; used)
probability of success

PL1
102
16
8
5; 12
p = 0.00024

table jumps
96.51
93.85
99.47
93.55
93.55
94.45
95.3
93.26
83.56
83.77

SPECFP
433
444
447
450
453
470

table jumps
91.90
84.10
89.55
92.13
97.20
90.91

TABLE III: Percentage of indirect jumps for each SPEC tool
that use a jump table.
Runtime performance: To be comparable to other solutions [3,
13, 14, 18, 21, 55], we measured the the CPU time overhead of
Isomeron, by applying it to SPEC CPU2006. We conducted our
performance tests on a 3.1 GHz i5-2400 machine with 4 GB
RAM running Windows 8.1 32 bit. The SPEC benchmarking
tools as well as Isomeron were compiled with the Microsoft
compiler version 16.00.30319.01 with full optimization enabled. For the SPEC tools we selected the default input for
reference measurements, ran each tool three times, and selected
the median for our statistic.

PL2
102
31
8
5; 25
p = 0.00000003

Figure 9 shows the results of our performance evaluation using the SPEC benchmarking tools. We measured the
overhead of PIN and our dynamic binary instrumentation
framework (DBI) without any activated instrumentation tools,
and our DBI with execution path randomization enabled.

TABLE II: Analyzed gadgets found by JIT-ROP.
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Adversary

intends to execute

A

001E8EB1
001E8EB3
001E8EB8
001E8EB9

mov
mov
pop
jmp

ebp,esp
eax,1
ebp
ReturnHandler

Adiv

019F8EB3
019F8EB4
019F8EB9
019F8EBA

in
mov
pop
jmp

al,dx
eax,1
ebp
ReturnHandler

execute gadget in A
Isomeron

redirects exeuction

Fig. 8: Targeted (upper) and executed gadget (lower).
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Fig. 9: CPU Runtime Overhead for SPEC CPU2006.

The components of Isomeron must be protected against
code and data tampering (cf. Section IV-B). Both requirements
can be fulfilled by applying segmentation. This x86 legacy
feature allows for dividing the memory into different segments,
where one segment is more privileged than the other. Hence,
embedding Isomeron into the more privileged segment ensures
that it cannot be accessed or modified by the adversary,
while Isomeron can still instrument the target application. One
disadvantage of segmentation is that it is only available for
32 bit applications. However, Intel’s upcoming Software Guard
Extension (SGX) [23] can provide a protected environment
within a process for 32 and 64 bit applications.

Compared to our framework, PIN induced less overhead for
most benchmarks, because it implements mature optimizations
techniques. However, in some cases (e.g., 429.mfc) these
optimizations are not triggered and the overhead induced by
our framework is comparable to the overhead of PIN. Note
that as discussed in Section V PIN cannot fulfill the requirements imposed by Isomeron. The activation of execution path
randomization in our instrumentation framework induces an
additional overhead which is on average 19%.
The noticeable variation of overhead between individual
measurements is the result of our instrumentation framework,
since specifically in our current implementation most indirect
branches require a full context switch to the framework and
then back to the application, except from indirect jumps that
are computed through jump tables. On the other hand, dynamic
binary instrumentation inherently introduces a non-negligible
performance overhead. As discussed in Section V we decided
to use dynamic binary instrumentation to be compatible to
legacy application.

VIII.

R ELATED W ORK

In general, ROP mitigation techniques can be categorized
into two classes. The first class tries to passively prevent ROP
by removing gadgets from the binary [29, 38] or randomizing
critical memory areas. The latter is implemented in modern
operating systems using ASLR. However, as we mentioned
before, ASLR is vulnerable to memory disclosure and bruteforce attacks (see Section II-A). To improve simple ASLR,
recent research has focused on increasing the randomization entropy through fine-grained ASLR [28]. The proposed
randomization techniques range from basic block [14, 55]
and function permutation [26] to randomization at instruction
level granularity [21]. While the aforementioned solutions are
based on binary instrumentation, one can also apply source
code transformation to produce binaries that apply fine-grained
randomization at load-time [5]. However, all these solutions

Limitations: The implementation of our instrumentation framework focuses on features that are crucial to prove our concept,
namely multiple copies and Windows support. Therefore, our
instrumentation framework is not as mature as pure instrumentation frameworks [6, 31] in terms of performance and compatibility. Even so, it demonstrates the feasibility of Isomeron,
where the average overhead of execution path randomization
is 19% in our empirical evaluations. This degradation in
performance is somewhat expected, given that our program
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have been shown to be vulnerable to JIT-ROP attacks that
dynamically generate ROP payloads at runtime.

and the source code of the targeted application, which makes
it impractical for dynamically generated code.

One approach to tackle the weaknesses of fine-grained
ASLR is to periodically re-randomize program code [18].
However, the approach has only been validated for a microkernel and only to software running in kernel mode. We
belive that the same re-randomization techniques will likely
induce significant performance overhead for modern user-level
programs. Another defensive strategy is to perform explicit
checks based on predefined policies. A prominent technique
of this class is control-flow integrity (CFI). The main idea
is to derive an application’s control-flow graph (CFG) prior
to execution and validate at runtime whether an application
follows a valid path in the CFG [1]. Proposed solutions range
from label checking [1], maintaining a shadow stack [13, 46]
over light-weight techniques to ensure that the return address
points to an instruction directly following after a call instruction [57]. An even more coarse-grained approach of CFI is to
enforce ROP chain detection during critical function calls [40].
While the performance was indeed improved, the relaxation of
the policies enlarged the attack surface to an extent, that the
applied mitigation can be bypassed [7, 15, 19, 20].

Mohan et al. [34] combine corse-grained CFI with code
randomization. Opaque CFI (O-CFI) uses static analysis to
identify the destinations for each indirect branch and inserts
CFI checks to limit each branch to the boundaries imposed by
the lowest and hight address of all destination addresses. The
bound range varies due to code randomization and the bound
information are protected through segmentation which makes
O-CFI immune to certain kinds of memory disclosure. O-CFI
requires a precise static analysis to reconstruct indirect branch
addresses which is an error prone task and is not compatible
with dynamically generated code.
IX.

C ONCLUSION

Just-in-time return-oriented programming (JIT-ROP) has
demonstrated the limitations of fine-grained code randomization schemes to protect against sophisticated runtime attacks.
We show that defending against JIT-ROP is a challenging
task, in that one can trivially extend the JIT-ROP framework
to bypass a recently proposed JIT-ROP mitigation scheme.
Not wanting to stop there, we then provide an alternative
approach, called Isomeron, that not only randomizes the code
but also the execution path. The idea is based on randomizing the execution path between two differently structured
but semantically identical application copies. We developed
a dynamic binary instrumentation framework for Windows
and outlined the technical challenges. To further improve the
performance of our technique, we are currently integrating
known optimization techniques from existing dynamic binary
instrumentation frameworks to enhance the efficiency of Isomeron and designing a compiler-based solution.

CFI offers a very different approach compared to
randomization-based solutions. While CFI performs explicit
checks, randomization-based solutions are passive and purely
rely on a secret (e.g., the randomization offset in ASLR).
The randomization-based solutions are typically more efficient.
For instance, the average overhead of (fine-grained) CFI is
about 21% [1], where randomization-based solutions typically
only induce marginal or no overhead [39]. Isomeron induces
a comparable overhead to CFI. This is because Isomeron is
based on dynamic binary instrumentation, where CFI uses
static instrumentation. As noted in Section V, dynamic instrumentation is preferred over static instrumentation to satisfy our
requirements (e.g., disassembly coverage, dynamic insertion of
instructions).
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Concurrently to our work other mitigation techniques that
aim to prevent JIT-ROP have been published. eXecute-no-Read
(XnR) by Backes et al. [4] emulate execute-only code pages
to limit JIT-ROP’s ability to disclose code pages by keeping
only n pages readable and executable at the same time. All
other pages are marked as non-present and therefore generate a
fault when read by the adversary. The security of XnR is based
on the assumption that an adversary cannot predict the exact
point in time when a code-page is readable. This makes XnR
potentially vulnerable to disclosure attacks where Isomeron
explicitly assumes that the adversary can disclose all code
pages.
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